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STUDY IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

Study in the Czech Republic - is an official resource for information about higher education in the Czech Republic operated by the Centre for International Cooperation in Education. It provides essential information about the higher education system, study opportunities and student’s life in the Czech Republic.

WHAT INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS LOVE/HATE ABOUT STUDYING IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

STUDY IN PRAGUE

Study in Prague offers you a unique opportunity to pursue your university studies at the top 7 universities in Prague. Charles University is one of them! The website offers not only parametric searcher with all the degree programmes in English (and some other languages) all 7 universities offer, but also a lot of useful information about Prague, student’s life, accommodation, visa etc.

WHATEVER YOU NEED TO ARRANGE ... (Prague City Hall website for foreigners living in Prague)

A new website of the Prague City Hall which is primarily intended for migrants living in Prague. At the same time, it is a source of information for all inhabitants of the capital city of Prague, which is becoming more and more culturally diverse just like a number of other big European cities.

WELCOME TO THE CZECH REPUBLIC courses

Welcome to the Czech Republic are integration courses for newcomers in the Czech Republic. The courses are beneficial mainly for foreigners from non-EU countries who have moved to the Czech Republic and plan to stay here for a longer time. The courses offer a lot of practical information about the way Czech society functions (legal issues related to your stay in the country, rights and obligations, employment, accommodation, healthcare, everyday tips - transportation, culture ...) These courses are free of charge and they are conducted in English.

Don’t forget to have a look at their Facebook

If you are interested in attending the courses, you are welcome to join us and your fellow first year students in September/October at Charles University. The exact dates will be announced soon.
ESN CHARLES UNIVERSITY

ESN CU Prague is a student club which organises various social, cultural and sport events or trips for both international and Czech students, and generally helps international students to handle their stay in Prague. Member of the Erasmus Student Network (ESN).